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Article Spinner Most of my friends think I am crazy for selling Article Content Spinner so cheap on the

Internet. Then I told them that I was also going to sell resale rights. When they heard the price they knew

that I had lost my mind! The first thing they wanted to know was how big of a percentage I was going to

be giving to my resellers. I said this is no affiliate program, we already have one of those. Anyone that

buys one of the Limited Number of Resale Rights Licenses I am going to offer will get to keep 100 of the

sales they make! If you have ever wanted to know how internet marketers make the boat loads of money

they do on the internet, this is it. You need to find a Great Product, that has not been already marketed to

everyone on internet so heavily that every one that needs it, or wants it all ready has it, and everyone that

doesnt need it is sick of hearing about it. Well I know that you cant say that about Article Content Spinner

because it is brand new! You have not heard of it yet, am I correct? Of course you havent because it was

just released after being in development for the past 2 months, and hardly no one has the Resale Rights

to this hot new product yet. If you have ever planned to make boat loads of money selling something

through Internet Marketing, Then Article Content Spinner is exactly what you have been looking for. It

really delivers in the department of generating a massive income! Anyone who uses the computer, owns

a web site or can send an e-mail can make a ton of money with this information! But you already realized

that or you would not be on this page, checking out the resale rights! Heres how it works, you will be able

to sell Article Content Spinner to as many people as you want for any price above $127. We recommend

you sell it for between $127. and $177 dollars. But you may under no circumstances ever sell it below

$127.00. This will keep the market at a good level for the other resellers. You may also NOT give this

product away for free or as a free bonus with any other purchases. If thats not enough to get you to buy

right away, I will also let you in on all the sources I personally use to help generate sales for all my

products. We will email any new sources we find that will do nothing but bring tons of traffic and buyers to

your site. There is nothing magical about making money on the internet. Its just about knowing how to

bring traffic to your site. We will show you how with all the sources we use now, and keep you updated as

we find more. Our Article Content Spinner resale rights package would be insanely under priced if I
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charged $247 for it. You would make it all back in a matter of a couple of days. But as you have seen

above I have gone a little crazy on this one, which is why I am letting resale rights go for only $197 $147

$97! All of my friends say this is way too low, but this way you will be able to make back your initial

investment with only a few sales, and be on your way to making so much money that maybe you will keep

me in mind when your ready to do a joint venture with someone. You just have to sell a few copies of

Article Content Spinner and youll be in the green. Heres what you get when you order the resale rights

package... The rights to sell Article Content Spinner at any price you want over $97. You can sell

unlimited copies, and keep 100 of the profit. A certificate proving your right to re-sell Article Content

Spinner Your own copy of Article Content Spinner for your own use A copy of Article Content Spinner

websites proven sales letter, all the graphics, and thank you pages so you can upload them to your web

space and be reselling the software in minutes after your purchase. Act Fast! I am selling a very limited

number of resale rights licenses for Article Content Spinner. If the order link below works, then you can

still purchase the resale rights. If you click the link below and receive a message saying the resale rights

are sold out, youre probably out of luck. If this happens you can email us and we will put you on our list if

any resale rights packages ever become available again. As I said, the current price for resale rights is an

insanely low $97. This is for a limited time as I will probably come to my senses and raise it soon, so if

you want to make some serious money with this opportunity.... Order now before it is too late! Youll be

able to sell unlimited copies and keep 100 of the profit to yourself! And finally be selling your own product

on the internet! BONUS - Order by Midnight, Sunday, January 03, 2010 And Ill Make You An Offer You

Cant Refuse Order reprint rights to Article Content Spinner right now and not only will you get the rights to

sell this software keeping all of the profits for yourself - Ill also toss in Master Reprint Rights That means

that you will be able to sell these very same reprint rights to others for $97 each or more! But Hurry- Im

very serious when I say this is a limited time offer! If you wait until tomorrow this offer may very likely be

over by then! Last Minute Bonus: Grab these rights now Ill also toss in this incredible bonus that is worth

more than the cost of these rights by itself!
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